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Abstract
In the compatible combination of the halo blight disease of bean Pseudomonas phaseolicola was
able to colonize large areas of the intercellular space of leaves, such that these confluent water
congested areas became visible as water-soaked spots. Most of the plant cell walls in the infected
region maintained their normal shape, even when the cytoplasm had collapsed. Some inward bending
of plant cell walls preceded their rather slow degradation and final replacement by bacterial masses.
Neighbouring plant cells appeared to be metabolically active.
In resistant leaves no indications of active bacterial attachment or encapsulation could be
observed. However, bacteria appeared to be more densely packed in resistant leaves, and relatively
more plant cells completely collapsed as compared with susceptible leaves.
From 8-14 days after inoculation, the bacterial concentration did not change much in
susceptible or resistant leaves, indicating the absence of bactericidal components. Even Pseudomonas
pisi showed some multiplication in bean leaves (immune reaction), but its growth stopped earlier than
that of P. phaseolicola in the resistant cultivars, probably due to a different mechanism of resistance.
Although less bacteria were determined in the intercellular washing fluid (IF) compared with leaf
homogenates, the high bacterial concentrations in the IF supported our observation that an effective
encapsulation of bacteria in resistant leaves did not occur.
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Zusammenfassung
Charakterisierung der anfaJligen und resistenten Reaktion von Bohnenblattern
gegentiber Pseudomonas phaseoJicoJa durch Lichtund Elektronenmikroskopie im Vergleich mit der Bakterienvermehrung
Wahrend der kompatiblen Reaktion bei der Fettfleckenkrankheit der Bohne wurden durch
Pseudomonas phaseolicola grol\e Bereiche des Interzellular-Raumes im Blatt besiedelt, so dal\ diese
zusammenfliel\enden, wasserdurchtrankten Partien als Wasser-F1ecken (falschlich "Fettflecken"
genannt) sichtbar wurden. Die meisten Pflanzenzellwande innerhalb der infizierten Partien behielten
zunachst ihre normale Form, sogar wenn das CytopJasma kollabierte. Ein Einbuchten dieser
pflanzlichen Zellwande nach innen ging ihrem allmahlichen Abbau voraus, bis ihr Raum ganz von
Bakterienmassen ersetzt wurde.
In resistenten Blattern wurden keine Anzeichen fur eine aktive Anlagerung oder Einkapselung
von Bakterien beobachtet. Jedoch schienen die Bakterien in den resistenten Blattern etwas dichter
zusammenzuliegen, und etwas mehr Pflanzenzellen als bei der anfalligen Reaktion kollabierten
vollstandig.
Wahrend 8-14 Tagen nach Inokulation anderte sich die Bakterienkonzentration in anfalligen
und resistenten Blattern kaum, so dal\ bakterizide Substanzen nicht wirksam sein konnten. Sogar
Pseudomonas pisi konnte sich in immun reagierenden Bohnenblattern zunachst etwas vermehren, die
Vermehrung kam jedoch schneller zum Stillstand als die von P. phaseolicola in resistenten Sorten,
offenbar aufgrund verschiedener Resistenzmechanismen. In der interzellularen Waschflussigkeit (IF)
wurden zwar weniger Bakterien bestimmt als im Blatthomogenat. Die immer noch recht hohen
Bakterienkonzemrationen in der IF untermauerten jedoch die Beobachtung, daB eine effektive
Einkapselung der Bakterien in resistenten Blattern nicht stattfand.

During earlier investigations of the halo blight disease of bean (Phaseolus
vulgaris) cytological studies were mostly carried out without studying bacterial
multiplication (FETT and ]ONES 1982, LE NORMAND et al. 1971, ROEBUCK et al.
1978, SIGEE and EPTON 1975, 1976), and electron microscopic studies were rarely
(ROEBUCK et al. 1978) coupled with light microscopic observations. Therefore, we
combined all three fields of study in order to bbtain more in sights into the host
parasite interactions of this disease.
The resistant breeding line "02" was selected for the incompatible combina
tion. As reported earlier (RUDOLPH 1984), breeding line "02" is characterized by a
rather broad resistance against several bacterial and fungal diseases. It also shows
a broad resistance towards all known races and-'isolates of P. phaseolicola, in
contrast to "Red Mexican 3" or similar bean cultivars which react resistant only to
race 1 isolates of the pathogen (EBRAHIM-N ESBAT and SLUSARENKO 1983, LYON and
WOOD 1976, OMER and WOOD 1969, ROEBUCK et al. 1978, RUSSEL 1977, SIGEE and
EPTON 1975, 1976). Breeding line "02" was obtained by crossing with P.!.
150414 (RUDOLPH 1984). The reaction of P.!. 150414 was originally described as
"tolerant" by PATEL and WALKER (1965), because the (few) lesions on these plants
started out as very small, transparent, water-soaked spots, but eventually turned
completely necrotic. On "Red Mexican 3", on the other hand, a fast necrotic
reaction developed which was established within 3 days.
Because most other workers have used "Red Mexican 3" or similar cultivars
for studies of resistance against halo blight, we tried to characterize the resistant
reaction of "02'" by comparison with a typical susceptible reaction. Special
attention was directed to the question, whether the resistance of "02" is mediated
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by attachment or encapsulation of bacteria. Attachment of bacteria to plant cell
walls has been described in several instances during the resistant reaction and may
be a prerequisite for induction of the hypersensitive response (= HR) (SEQUElRA
1982), i.e. the fast collapse of plant tissue. In this respect, we tried to ascertain the
role of tissue collapse during the resistant reaction by comparing cytological
observations of plant tissue and bacteria with bacterial multiplication rates "in
planta".
Materials and Methods
Cultivation of plants
The origin and cultivation of the beans has been described earlier (RUDOLPH 1984).

Bacterial strains
Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola (Burkh.) YOUNG et al., named P. phaseolicola in the
following text, race 1 isolates: R049dER and FV73-20bla (isolated near Gottingen); race 2 isolates:
FV75-8a and Sch62 (isolated ~n Gottingen), IrO-38-2 and IrO-39 (obtained from Hubbeling,
Wageningen). Pseudomonas syringae pv. pisi: la (isolated in Rosdorf).
Culture of bacteria and inoculation of leaves has been described earlier (RUDOLPH 1984).

Determination of bacterial growth
The method for leaf homogenates was described earlier (RUDOLPH 1984).
In some experiments (Table 2 and 3) the bacterial concentration was determined in the
intercellular washing fluid (= IF) which was obtained according to KLEMENT (1965) and STALL and
COOK (1968), after the leaves had been infiltrated with 0.034 M phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 in 0.85 %
NaC!. The fresh weight of each leaf sample was also determined so that the bacterial concentration in
the IF could be related to g fresh weight of leaves. In several independent tests it was found that
bacterial numbers per g fresh weight were 44--45 times higher than those per cm' leaf area.

Cytological studies
The bean leaves were inoculated with a mixture of races 1 and 2 (isolates R049dER, FV73-20b 1a
a'nd FV75-8a) at a total concentration of 2 X 108 cells/m!. Two and six days after inoculation leaf
samples, 0.5 mm in diameter, were immersed in a solution of 3 % glutaraldehyde and 2 % sucrose in
0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, post-fixed in 2 % osmic acid in the same phosphate buffer and
embedded in epoxy resin prepared after SPURR (1969). After polymerisation, sections were cut with a
REICHERT ultratome and, after staining with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, examined in a Zeiss EM 10
electron microscope. For light microscopy, 3 /lm thick sections of the same samples were examined
with a Leitz microscope and a 100 X planapochromatic lens under phase contrast.

Results
When sections of susceptible leaves (cv. "Red Kidney") were observed under
the light microscope, large masses of bacteria could be seen in the intercellular
space (Fig. 1). About 50 % of the bean cells appeared to be dead since the
cytoplasm had degenerated and clumped together, whereas most of the cell walls
seemed to have maintained their normal shape. The intercellular spaces were
completely filled with bacteria, which explained the visible water-soaking symp
tom. However, the bacteria did not enter the partly degenerated cells, and only
occasionally could an inward bending of the plant cell walls be observed,
probably due to bacterial pressure.
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Figs. 1 and 2. Light microscopic view of susceptible bean leaves ("Red Kidney") 6 days after
inoculation with P. phaseolicola. The intercellular spaces are filled with bacteria. The cytoplasm of
some cells has collapsed. The walls retain their shape
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Fig. 3. Light microscopic view of a resistant bean leaf (breeding line "02") 6 days after inoculation
with P. phaseolirola. The bacteria did not progress far beyond the substomatal cavity

Especially large masses of bacteria were observed under the epidermal layer
of the lower leaf surface (Fig. 2). In this region some plant cells were nearly
completely replaced by bacteria. The very high bacterial concentrations under the
lower (abaxial) leaf surface can also explain the extrusion of slimy bacterial
exudates out of halo blight infected bean leaves. The large masses of bacterial cells
observed at this stage (6 days after inoculation) in susceptible leaves could only be
produced by considerable leakage of nutrients' out of the surrounding plant cells.
It is characteristic for the susceptible reaction that this leakage of nutrients
together with a partial collapse of individual plant cells occurred without a general
breakdown of the leaf tissue, so that a desiccation of the tissue and a dry necrotic
reaction did not appear.
In resistant bean leaves (line "02") the bacteria often colonized only small
areas of the intercellular space. This is shown in Figure 3, where the bacteria had
not progressed far beyond the stomata, which probably had served as the means
of entry during artificial inoculation. In some instances, however, large bacteriafilled areas were also observed in the resistant leaf (Fig. 4). In these cases most
plant cells - certainly more than 50 % - of the affected area were strongly
deteriorated. These areas probably became visible as small necrotic spots. Since
either only few intercellular spaces were filled by the bacteria or the majority of
affected plant cells collapsed, it is understandable that no visible water-soaked
spots could develop in these leaves.
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Electron microscopic observations of the compatible interaction 6 days after
inoculation showed the bacteria rather evenly distributed in the intercellular space
(Fig. 5). It was also obvious that the bacteria were not very densely packed. There
was considerable space between the more or less singular bacterial c~lls. Thus, the
air of these intercellular spaces was completely replaced by bacteria enclosed in an
aqueous medium. Some attachment between bacteria seemed to be fortuitous or
the result of a not yet completed cell division. The'neighbouring plant cells in
Figure 5 did not demonstrate drastic signs of deterioration. The chloroplasts were
partly swollen and contained osmiophilic globuli, indicating a beginning of
degradation. Also the plasmalemma seemed to be affected. As shown in Fig. 6, it
partly separated from the cell wall and showed a wavy structure. The other plant
organelles and structures, such as mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum and cell
wall, appeared normal. Therefore, it was assumed that at least some of the
neighbouring plant cells were still living and metabolically active.
Only few deposits or other structures were visible in the intercellular space
other than bacteria. Deposits were mainly observed on or near to the plant cell
walls (Fig. 6), but also a few net like structures between the bacteria occurred.
Electron microscopic studies of resistant leaves indicated that the bacteria
seemed to be more densely packed than in susceptible leaves (Fig. 7). Indications
for active attachment of bacteria to plant cell walls or encapsulation were never
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obtained. In cases where bacteria had contact to plant cell walls (Fig. 8), no
specific reactions in either the host or the parasite could be observed.
The multiplication of the bacteria in three different bean cultivars from
3--48 days after inoculation is shown in Table 1. Breeding line "02" possessed an
even higher resistance than the parent, P.!. 150414, when bacterial multiplication
is compared (RUDOLPH 1984). Interestingly, the bacterial concentration within
leaves of "02" remained nearly constant up to 48 days after inoculation, although
at a rather low level, whereas in "Red Mexican 34" a decrease in bacterial numbers
was apparent within one month. It can be concluded from this, that an active
bactericidal principle was not present in leaves of "02". However, bacteriostatic
effects can not be excluded. Only slight differences could be observed in the
visible symptoms of the two resistant bean cultivars after bacterial inoculation.
Thus, the necrotic reaction developed a little earli.er and was more pronounced in
"Red Mexican 34" than in "02".
In analogy to the multiplication of P. phaseolicola in non-host plants
(RUDOLPH 1984), the suitability of Phaseolus vulgaris to the non-bean pathogenic
bacterium Pseudomonas pisi was also studied. When the halo blight susceptible
cultivar "Favorit" was compared with the halo-blight resistant line "02" (Table 2)
it turned out that "Favorit" allowed a higher multiplication of P. phaseolicola than
"02", whereas this was not the case for P. pisi. Obviously, the resistance of "02"
towards the bean pathogenic. bacterium P. phaseolicola is of a different type than
the resistance (or better immunity) of both cultivars towards a non-bean
pathogenic bacterium. This is also underlined by the fact that P. pisi did not
multiply further after the second day (Table 2), whereas P. phaseolicola showed
some growth until the seventh day in the resistant cultivar (Tables 2 and 3). Thus,
7 days after inoculation the bacterial concentration was 10 to 50-fold higher for P.
phaseolicola. In both cases, however, the resistance was not expressed earlier than
two days after inoculation. Up to this date no significant differences between
bacterial concentrations in different cultivars could be observed.
The total bacterial concentration determined in experiments of Tables 2 and
3 appear rather low and are due to the fact that these data were based on bacterial
numbers in the intercellular washing fluids. Nevertheless, these results show that
rather large numbers of bacteria were not firmly encapsulated or entrapped onto
the plant cell walls during resistant or immune reactions. Were this the case, then
their presence in the intercellular washing fluid would not have been possible.
Table 1
Survival of P. phaseolicola (race 2) in susceptible and resistant bean leaves at increasing time intervals
after inoculation (expressed in bacterial cells per cm 2 leaf)
Bean cultivar

Red Kidney
Red Mexican 34
Breeding line "02"

3

3.6 x 106
3.7 x 10'

8
29
days after inoculation
1.4 X 108
3.7 x 10 8
3.8 x 10'

1.7 X 10'
-

48

7.7 X 10'

1.1 x 10'
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Figs. 5 and 6. Electron microscopIc vIews of susceptible leaves ("Red Kidney") 6 days after
inoculation with P. phaseolicola. Bacteria fill the intercellular space
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Figs. 7 and 8. Bacteria in resistant leaves ("02") 6 days after inoculation. Densely packed bacteria can
be seen in the intercellular space without indications of bacterial arrachment or entrapment on plant
cell walls
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Table 2
Multiplication of P. phaseolicola in susceptible and resistant bean leaves compared with a non-bean
pathogenic bacterium (P. pisi); determined by analyzing the intercellular washing fluid
Bacteria/cm' leaf
Bean cultivar

Bact. species

"02"
"02"
Favorit
Favorit

P.
P.
P.
P.

2 days
3 days
after inoculation

phaseolicola
pisi
phaseolicola
pisi

1.4
1.7
5.7

X

10'
10'
10'

1.5 X

10'

X
X

4.6 X 10'

1.3 X 10'
5.2 X 10'
2.3 X 10'

Discussion
Although infection of susceptible bean leaves by P. phaseolicola led to
collapse of the cytoplasm of individual plant cells, a visible collapse of larger leaf
regions leading to dry necrotic lesions did not 9ccur during the first 6 days. The
bacteria-enclosed plant cells retained their normal shape, were slowly degraded
and finally replaced by bacterial masses. Thus, the bacteria were able to colonize
larger areas of the intercellular space within 6 days, such that the resulting
confluent water-congested regions became visible as water-soaked spots. These
allowed the bacteria to build up high concentrations and to produce exudates
lateron, which are epidemiologically very important for further infections.
In resistant leaves the bacteria colonized less space of the leaf tissue, which
showed a stronger tendency to necrotize. The necrotic reaction was obviously not
preceded by active bacterial attachment or encapsulation, as shown by the
cytological studies. The high bacterial concentrations in the intercellular washing
fluids from resistant plants confirmed that an effective entrapment of bacteria by
the resistant host had not occurred. From similar experiments wirh intercellular
washing fluids from tobacco leaves ATKINSON et al. (1981) concluded that the
induction of the H.R. in tobacco by P. pisi did not r~quire efficient adsorption of
bacterial cells to tobacco cell walls. Also HILDEBRAND et al. (1980), comparing P.
Table3
Bacterial multiplication in the bean breeding line "02" during resistant (P. phaseolicola) and immune
(P. pist) reaction; determined by analyzing the intercellular washing fluid

Bact. species

P.
P.
P.
P.

phaseolicola
phaseolicola
pisi
pisi
Phytopath. Z., Bd. ID, Hef< 3

r

Inoculum
concentration
108
10'
108
10'

1 day

5.5
1.4
3.2
9.5

X
X
X
X

10'
10°
10'
10 1

Bacteria/cm' leaf
3 days
after inoculation

7 days

1.4 X 10'
8.2 X 10'
8.9 X 10'
9.5 X 10'

8.4 X 10'
1.8 X 10'
1.7 X 10'
7.9 X JOl
14
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phaseolicola with non-bean pathogenic pseudomonads in bean leaves, concluded
that physical entrapment of bacteria was due to physical effects at the air-water
interphase and could not be regarded as a mechanism of resistance, thus invalidating earlier results (SING and SCHROTH 1977). Also EBRAHIM-NESBAT and
SLUSARENKO (1983) did not find significant differences in a so-called "entrapment"
of P. phaseolicola in susceptible and resistant leaves ("Red Kidney" versus "Red
Mexican 34"). Even in leaves where pseudomonads were actually entrapped, it
was concluded that this process neither effectively "limited the build-up of
bacterial populations within the intercellular spaces" (AL-ISSA and SIGEE 1982) nor
was it a prerequisite for induction of H.R. (FETT and lONES 1982).
When ROEBUCK et al. (1978) used an inoculum of 108 cells/m I, they never
found a complete encapsulation of P. phaseolicola, race 1, in "Red Mexican 34"
during the H.R. However, these authors reported that most bacteria appeared to
be attached to the cell walls which showed signs of erosion and partial aggregation
of adjacent host cytoplasm. These changes were not observed in our studies with
breeding line "02". As indicated earlier, the necrotic reaction of "02" is a little
slower and less pronounced than that of "Red Mexican 34". Besides, ROEBUCK et
al. (1978) .used primary leaves which show a stronger resistant reaction than
trifoliates.
Also dying or lysis of bacterial cells, as reported for the H.R. of "Red
Mexican 3" (SIGEE and EPTON 1975), was not observed. Thus, bactericidal compounds did not seem to play a role. The same conclusion could be drawn from the
findings that bacteria stayed alive in resistant plants for a considerable length of
time (Table 1). However, the faster collapse of plant cells in resistant leaves may
have led to liberation of bacteriostatic compounds (RUDOLPH and C;:INAR 1971),
which could also explain the discontinuance of bacterial multiplication. Whether
this collapse of leaf tissue has to be regarded as a hypersensitive response (=
H.R.) seems to be a matter of definition. In any case, in "02" collapsed plant cells
occurred together with intact plant cells in contact with bacteria, whereas in the
typical H.R. the inoculated plant tissue collapses completely accompanied by a
drastic decrease of bacterial numbers (KLEMENT 1982).
The multiplication of the non-bean pathogenic bacterium P. pisi was stopped
earlier (within 2 to 3 days) in halo-blight susceptible as well as in resistant bean
leaves. In this case the recently discovered "late induced resistance" (HEVESI et al.
1981) may play a role, which is expressed when bacteria are inoculated into nonhosts. It is also possible that the bean leaf is able to react earlier and stronger
towards the non-bean pathogenic bacterium P. pisi (KLEMENT 1982).
In those cases where the bacteria inoculated into "02" were surrounded by
not yet collapsed plant cells, the bacteria appeared to be more densely packed
than in the susceptible leaf. That the distance between single bacteria was smaller
in resistant leaves can also be seen in EM-photographs by EBRAHIM-NESBAT and
SLUSARENKO (1983). Therefore, it is possible that less slime was present to separate
the bacteria from each other in resistant leaves. Whether less slime (i.e. extracellular polysaccharides = EPS) was produced by the bacteria in resistant leaves or
whether the EPS was partially degraded by the host plant (EL BANOBY et al. 1981)
has to be answered by further studies. In any case, lack of EPS could explain
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slower growth of bacterial colonies, because slime can attract water and thus help
to colonize the normally air-filled intercellular spaces. The crucial role of water
for the multiplication of bacteria in plant leaves is long known (RUDOLPH 1980,
YOUNG 1974).
Lack of EPS may also explain the larger proportion of collapsed plant cells
observed in resistant leaves, since EPS from P. phaseolicola can inhibit the visible
H.R. of tobacco leaves towards phytopathogenic pseudomonads (MAzzuccHI et
al. 1984). The techniques applied here are unsuited to stain or contrast EPS during
electron microscopy. Therefore, it was not surprising that only a few structures
between the bacteria, mainly deposits on the cell walls, could be detected.
However, EM-photographs of LE NORMAND et al. (1971) showed capsule and
slime layers around P. phaseolicola in a susceptible host. In a similar bacterial
disease (P. coronofaciens in oat leaves) SMITH and MANSFlELD (1982) demonstrated
large amounts of acidic polysaccharides between the bacteria in the intercellular
spaces by staining with ruthenium red. It was reported recently that the EPS of
P. phaseolicola contain considerable amounts of acidic polyuronic acids (alginate),
which are also produced "in planta" (GROSS and RUDOLPH 1984).
It can, thus, be concluded from these studies that the resistance of breeding
line "02" towards P. phaseolicola is mediated neither by attachment nor encapsulation of bacteria nor by liberalization of bactericidal components. The resistant
reaction of "02" is slower and not as pronounced as the typical hypersensitive
response. Bacteriostatic components may play a role. There are also indications of
a lack of bacterial polysaccharides in the resistant host. These possibilities have to
be analysed by further studies.
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